The genomic organization of dispersed tRNA and 5 S RNA genes in Xenopus laevis.
The 5 S DNAs and several tDNAs of Xenopus laevis reside primarily in large clusters of tandem repeating units. We have discovered that a substantial number of these genes, along with portions of their adjacent spacer sequences, are also located in dispersed genomic locations apart from the major clusters. This was accomplished by "null-digesting" total genomic DNA with restriction enzymes that do not cut within the X. laevis tDNA or 5 S DNA major repeats. The tDNA and 5 S DNA main clusters therefore remain intact and can be easily separated on gels from the dispersed tDNAs and 5 S DNAs present as low molecular weight restriction fragments. Probing these smaller fragments with different portions of the major repeats has revealed that many of the dispersed genes are organized differently from the corresponding tDNAs and 5 S DNAs of the primary clusters. Some of the fragments containing dispersed genes are actually present in multiple copies. In addition, many tDNA null-digestion fragments contain more than one type of tRNA coding region. One set of "dispersed" tDNAs actually comprises a tandemly arranged minor tDNA family which has retained the same repeat length (3.18 kb) as the major tDNA family, but has a substantially different organization. There is significant population polymorphism in the organization of the dispersed tDNAs and 5 S DNAs. Dispersed genes that appear to be derived from clusters of tandem repeats ("orphons") have been described for several gene families in invertebrates. The occurrence of this phenomenon in vertebrates as well, suggests that such dispersed genes may be a general feature of all eukaryotic genomes.